
About Grace: A Novel
By Anthony Doerr 
“Having fled the wife and child he loves to prevent a death his dreams have forecast, David Winkler 
washes up in the Caribbean, where he is becalmed for 25 years before returning in search of them—and 
of redemption. We grow to care for this lost dreamer and for the natural world he inhabits, bewitched as 
always by Doerr’s dazzling prose and his abiding compassion.”
—Betsy Burton, The King’s English Bookshop, Salt Lake City, Utah
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Wild Swans: Three Daughters of China
By Jung Chang 
“The wrenching swiftness of cultural change in China comes alive in Jung Chang’s memoir of 3 gen-
erations of women in her family. Her grandmother’s feet are bound as a baby to secure her future as a 
general’s concubine, while her parents must routinely demonstrate their loyalty to Mao’s Communist Party 
above their family. Chang herself is inducted into the Red Guard while her parents suffer re-education 
during the Cultural Revolution. The rapid changes play out with devastating force in this memorable book.”
—Jeanne Costello, Maria’s Bookshop, Durango CO
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Lost in the City: Stories
By Edward P. Jones 
“The stories of Edward P. Jones are deeply grounded in the geography of Washington, D.C.—in the black 
side of the city, not the “land of white people,” as one character puts it. For all their realism, these stories 
have the quality of fables, summing up lives and their consequences (not necessarily the ones they’ve 
earned) in an astonishing way that’s made him the District’s most essential writer.”
—Tom Nissley, Phinney Books, Seattle, WA
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